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If you feel like you workout just that little
bit harder with headphones on and iPhone
in hand, you’re not alone. Your training
performance skyrockets and you enjoy
exercising more when you listen to great
music, according to the latest research. But
beware – not all beats (or beat machines)
are created equal. We take a look at the
best tunes for bigger lifts and faster fat loss,
complete with the most advanced (and
prettiest) headphones to boot.
Words: Ronelle Richards
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‘Headphones in, world out’ is a common gym-junkie mantra and
there’s a reason why it’s such a popular Facebook meme. Jogging
to the beat on a treadmill can increase your exercise endurance by
up to 15 per cent, according to studies published in 2008 and 2015.
And while simple distraction from cardio pain plays a part in these
findings, a study from Kent University shows texting or talking
significantly reduces your exercise intensity while running – so there
must be other aspects at work.
Health and exercise sciences researcher, Matthew Stork, is a big fan
of HIIT training and music – so much so he’s made them the focus of
two published studies from the University of British Columbia.
“I think interval exercise has become a really hot topic and a big
avenue for public health.
“There’s a lot of interesting commentary between sprint-training
or HIIT for promoting public health, not just for athletes anymore
but for people with illnesses such as type 2 diabetes or a variety of
cardio metabolic diseases,” says Stork, whose studies saw participants
self-select music and attend two sessions of sprint interval training
(sprint training in 4 x 30 second bouts) – one with music and one
without it.
“We looked at power output and found that, despite the fact
participants felt they were exerting themselves just as hard, they
weren’t performing as well without music.”
Stork also found that participants self-rated their training
enjoyment to be higher with music than without and people had
more positive attitudes towards sprint interval workouts after trying
them with a tune. And with greater enjoyment comes a greater sense
of fun, potentially improving healthy eating habits – yep, listening
to Queen Bey might just prevent you from eating that hazelnut
brownie post-run. One study found that reframing a workout as a
well-deserved break or a ‘fun run’ meant participants would eat less

BEST
BEATS

So what are the best types of songs
for your particular workout? A 2015
study suggested personalised playlists
where the music’s tempo matches the
exercise pace increases adherence to
cardiac rehab by 70 per cent. Moving
in time to the beat pushes you to take
that next step, cycle that next rotation
or extend into that next warrior
pose. We asked the experts for their
best advice:

afterwards. Conversely, thinking of your lunchtime walk as a workout
could lead to overeating as you disproportionately reward yourself.
The type of music you select will depend on the type of activity
you are participating in, as well as your personal preferences. That
said, leading sport and education researcher Dr Costas Karageorghis
says there are four essential qualities to look for in motivational beats
for best results.
The first is the rhythm response, which links to the beats per
minute of the song and how well it matches the movement or the
heartbeat of a runner. Second is the musicality – how the melody and
harmony make the song sound. The final two factors are the cultural
impact and association – that is, our own emotional responses to the
song. This depends on your own cultural background and preferences
for certain types of songs, including what style of music you associate
with particular artists.
A study from Liverpool John Moores University found just how
critical the beat is to your performance. A group of cyclists were asked
to pedal to the same song over three different trials, not knowing that
the researchers played the song at three different speeds – normal,
faster and slower. Speeding up the music by 10 per cent increased
the cyclists’ distance by 2.1 per cent, power by 3.5 per cent and pedal
cadence by 0.7 per cent. On the flipside, when listening to the song at
a pace 10 per cent slower, cyclists’ distance travelled dropped by 3.8
per cent, power dropped by a staggering 9.8 per cent and the pedal
power dropped by 5.9 per cent. The take home? You actually increase
or decrease your efforts to match the tempo of the music you’re
listening to, and this is reflected in your performance.
Try software such as popular platform Tangerine, which integrates
your iTunes library and builds custom playlists based on a BPM
range. It can even arrange the songs in tempo sections such as
‘warm-up’ and ‘cool down’.

HIIT
For HIIT, Stork says you need
to pump it right up with fast
beats, particularly those that
have a build-up and a drop that
will surge you on. Think techno,
electric, pop and hip-hop. Or
go for a remix of your favourite
radio tunes.

LOW INTENSITY
STEADY-STATE
For your more casual jog around
the block, choose music that
suits the lower intensity of your
workout, like some soulful RnB
or slower pop songs. Dance and
aerial yoga teacher Maria Trenton
says it’s worth keeping an ear

out for songs that motivate you
personally and that make you
feel stronger. Not necessarily
something really upbeat, but
something that you really love
to listen to. Anything with good
vibes or songs with nostalgia
that’ll keep you moving. Power
songs or ballads work here.

WEIGHTS
Music for weight lifting should
both inspire and push you
forward. Stork says you want
something upbeat, but not as
high energy as a HIIT playlist.
Dial back on the remixes, and
maybe consider adding some
rock, especially a few guitar riffs.
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A 2006 study at York St John University
found students could hold a 2.4 pound
(one kilogram) weight in front of their
body 10 per cent longer when listening to
motivational pop or rock songs.

YOGA
Slow it down with soulful sounds. Slower
music during yoga practice allows you to
really breathe deeply and push into the
stretches. For her yoga classes, Trenton
steers clear of top 40 hits or beats native
to your radio. Instead, she finds diverse
music, songs from different cultures and
underground music artists ideal. Tempo is
key here – make sure you can match your
movements to the beat of the song, so slow
is the way to go.

HEAR’S TO
HEADPHONES

1

There is no point finding the perfect mix of
Aussie hip-hop to soul if you don’t have
the perfect listening device to play it with.
We have done the research and come up
with some stellar headphones that balance
performance with aesthetic.
1. FEEL THE BEAT
You’ll feel the rhythm pumping
through your veins as you train with
these deluxe wireless headphones
delivering pure sound quality.
They’re super stylish and have
sweat-proof ear cups for those
intense bouts of sweaty cardio.
Blue Ant Pump Soul Headphones
$169, jbhifi.com.au
2. HANDY HEADPHONES
Bluetooth wireless connectivity (no
more cords to tangle on the treadmill),
superior sound quality and lightweight comfort.
If that’s not enough, Heddy’s headphones also
come with a protective hard shell carry case,
so you can carry them from work to gym, and
everywhere in-between.
$199 for Swipe For Sound model, $249
for Active Noise Cancelling model,
heddys.com.au
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3. PURE LUXE
We love these fresh white AIR Luxe On Ear Headphones from
Friendie. Embodying both sophistication and success, they
ensure ultimate listening comfort from your
daily commute to work to your evening
yoga sesh. Plus, you’ll look a million
bucks while you move.
$199.99, friendie.com.au
4. RUN BABY, RUN
If you’re a runner, you’ll love the Jabra
Sport Pulse SE. They offer the
ultimate training device to keep
you motivated while you burn
those cals, with wireless earbuds
and no annoying cords, and an
integrated fitness app to track and
analyse your workout performance..
$249.99, jabra.com.au
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5. PERFECT FIT
Be gone annoying ear buds and their faulty fit. The Bose
SoundSport Pulse wireless headphones are made from soft,
flexible silicone, along with an umbrella shape and extended
wing locks, to seal perfectly within your ear. They also
include a built-in heart rate monitor
(handy) and are compatible with
Runkeeper, Endomondo and other fitness
apps so you can pump your music while
tracking your progress.
5
$299, bose.com.au
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